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ABSTRACT

This study examines the spatial and temporal variation of onset and cessation of rainfall and greenness in the North East Arid Zone of Nigeria. Onset and cessation of greenness dates were determined from mean monthly time series of Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) using Advance Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data for five meteorological stations in the zone for a period of nineteen years (1981-1999). Lowest growing days of six weeks were observed in Nguru (12.53°N, 10.28°E, alt. 343 m), Potiskum (11.42°N, 11.02°E, alt. 415 m) and Maiduguri (11.51°N, 13.05°E, alt. 354 m), while Yola (12.28°N, 9.14°E, alt. 174 m) and Bauchi (10.17°N, 9.49°E, alt. 609 m) have growing days of 15 and 16 weeks respectively. Highest rate of greenness of 0.18/month was observed in Maiduguri while the lowest rate of green-up of 0.07/month was observed in Bauchi. Similarly, highest rate of senescence (0.08/month) was observed in Bauchi while lowest rate of senescence (0.04/month) was observed in Nguru.
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1. Introduction

The close relationship between rainfall and the growth of vegetation has made it possible to use Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) data as a proxy for precipitation variation over land. The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) can be calculated from satellite imagery and is generally recognised as a reliable index of ground vegetation cover [1]. Satellite data processed into Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) can be used to indicate onset and cessation of greenness, rate of green-up and senescence, growing days and growing season. Most previous regional-scale studies were based on time series of remotely sensed indicators of vegetation greenness, mainly the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), and rainfall measurements from ground stations. NDVI has been extensively and qualitatively used to infer changes in vegetation response to rainfall in seasonally arid regions [2]. Le Houérou [3] concluded that the monthly NDVI could be best explained by a linear correlation with rainfall. The correlation was achieved when the rainfall of the preceding two months was also included. Quantitative variations of satellite derived vegetation index over Africa were also provided by Adeyewa [4]. His analysis of anomalies in the NDVI showed that significant reductions in the vegetative activities are in the western, eastern and southern part of Africa, while the western and central part witnessed increased activities for different time period between the years 1981-1999. NDVI is a good indicator of the ability for vegetation to absorb photosynthetically active radiation and has been widely used by researchers to estimate green biomass [5], leaf area index [6] and patterns of productivity [7] because the internal mesophyll structure of healthy green leaves strongly reflects NIR radiation, and leaf chlorophyll and other pigments absorb a large proportion of the red VIS radiation [8,9].

This study is focused on the North East Arid Zone of Nigeria which lies between 12°N and the Niger border and 10°E meridian and the Cameroon border. The climate of the North East Arid Zone of Nigeria is semi-arid in nature because the ratio of average rainfall to average potential evapotranspiration is between 0.20 and 0.45
The vegetation in North East Arid zone of Nigeria is mainly Sudan or Sahel Savannah and it has also been confirmed that crop yields in this zone is dependent on rainfall amounts and distribution [11-13]. The annual rainfall in semi-arid regions has been observed to be declining for more than five decades now, resulting in significant decrease in the length of the growing season in this region. Inconsistent rainfall amount and distribution always resulted in very low crop yield on an annual basis [14]. However, accurate determination of onset of greenness is important for high crop yield. It is therefore imperative for us to determine the time lag between onset of greenness and onset of rainfall. Another peculiar feature of this zone is the short rainy season between June/July and September/October immediately followed by a long dry season. Therefore, this research work is aimed at determining onset and cessation of rainfall and greenness, time lag between onset and cessation of rainfall and greenness, growing days and growing seasons besides rate of green-up and rate of senescence in the North East Zone of Nigeria.

2. Materials and Methods

The Normalized difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is calculated as the difference between near infrared (NIR) and visible reflectance value normalized over the sum of both [15].

\[
\text{NDVI} = \frac{\text{NIR} - \text{VIS}}{\text{NIR} + \text{VIS}}
\]

where VIS is the land surface reflectance in the visible wavelength (0.58 - 0.68 micrometer) and NIR is the land surface reflectance in the near infrared wavelength (0.725 - 1.1 micrometer). Hulme [16], classified the numerous approaches towards the determination of growing season determination into two categories. The first category is the determination of growing season using standardized meteorological variables such as the magnitude of annual rainfall [16-19] and evapotranspiration is one of the categories. The second category is when the growing season is determined from absolute daily or monthly total rainfall [20-26]. Growing seasons in the North East Arid Zone of Nigeria were determined in this research using NDVI.

Monthly rainfall data archived at The Nigerian Meteorological Agency, Oshodi, Lagos, which covers the time period of January 1981 through to December 1999, was used for analysis in this research. The NDVI data were extracted from the Pathfinder AVHRR Land (PAL) Global 8 km, 10-day composite, Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) product archived at the Goddard Earth Sciences, Distributed Active Centre (GES-DAAC). The data covers the time period from January 1981 through December 1999. The PAL 10-day data were originally created from the Pal 8-km daily product using a temporal re-sampling method based on maximum NDVI values. The Pal 8 km daily data were spatially re-sampled based on maximum NDVI values, from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR), Global Area Coverage (GAC) data, which has a nominal resolution of 4km. The data were analyzed for five stations The rainfall synoptic stations used to represent the North East Arid Zone are Nguru (12.53°N, 10.28°E, alt. 343 m), Potiskum (11.42°N, 11.02°E, alt. 415 m) and Maiduguri (11.51°N, 13.05°E, alt. 354 m), Yola (12.28°N, 9.14°) and Bauchi (10.17°N, 9.49°E) for the years 1981-1999.

Data Analysis

Onset of greenness was empirically determined using Equation (1)

\[
\text{Onset of greenness} = \frac{1}{4}(\text{NDVI}_{\text{max}} - \text{NDVI}_{\text{min}}) + \text{NDVI}_{\text{max}}
\]

Cessation of greenness was also empirically obtained by determining the time the maximum NDVI had decreased by 30%.

In determining onset and cessation of rainfall Ilesanmi [17], method was adopted. Onset occurs when cumulative rainfall reaches 8% of the total rainfall while cessation occurs when cumulative rainfall reaches 90% of the total rainfall. Growing season was determined by considering the length of time between onset date of greenness and cessation date of greenness. The rate of green-up and rate of senescence was determined using Equations (2) and (3)

\[
\text{Rate of greenup} = \frac{\text{NDVI}_{\text{max}} - \text{Onsetofgreenness}}{\text{Growingdays}}
\]

\[
\text{Rate of senescence} = \frac{\text{NDVI}_{\text{max}} - \text{Cessationofgreenness}}{\text{Brown days}}
\]

The NDVI data used in this work were made ready by further analyzing the Pathfinder AVHRR Land (PAL) data through a previous study by Adeyewa [4]. Program codes were written for all the thirty stations with the center latitude and longitude, start latitude, stop latitude, start longitude and stop longitude for each station. The steps of making the data ready have been described by Adeyewa [4]. These are some excerpts of the analytical steps taken:

Read data in binary form (unzipped data) from the compressed data.

Convert raw data to scaled format in order to obtain the NDVI data.

Combine the three 10-day composites available or each month into a singular monthly dataset using the maximum observed NDVI for each pixel in the particular station.

Compute annual mean of the NDVI from the monthly
records.

Estimate monthly and annual averages of NDVI for five stations in Nigeria.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1(a) shows the rainfall and NDVI variation at Potiskum. Onset of rainfall occurs in the fourth week of the month of May while onset of greenness was observed in the fourth week of June. Onset of greenness occurs in June as a result of the northward movement of the Inter tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) which then brings about the availability of sufficient rainfall necessary for

---

Figure 1. (a)-(f) Graphical Determination of onset and cessation of rainfall and green-up, maximum NDVI and maximum rain. Onset and cessation of rainfall (continuous solid line), Onset and cessation of greenness (short dashed line), Maximum NDVI and Maximum Rainfall (long dash dot).
the emergence of greenness. However, the time lag between onset of rainfall and greenness was observed to be four weeks. Cessation of rainfall occurs in the first week of September while cessation of greenness was observed in the first week of December. The time lag between cessation of rain and cessation of greenness is twelve weeks. Maximum rainfall and NDVI occur simultaneously in August. Growing days is one month two weeks. Growing season spans from June to December. The rate of green-up was calculated to be 0.16 while the rate of senescence was 0.07.

Determined onset of rainfall and onset of greenness occur in the fourth week of May and first week of July respectively as shown in Figure 1(b) for Maiduguri station, the time lag between onset of rainfall and onset of greenness is five weeks. Cessation of rainfall and greenness occurs in the first week of September and December respectively. Time lag between cessation of rainfall and greenness is twelve weeks. The peak of rainfall and NDVI was observed in August. Growing days is one month two weeks while growing season spans from June to December. The rate of green-up is 0.18 while rate of senescence is 0.07.

Also onset of rainfall and greenness for Bauchi was obtained from the variation pattern of rainfall and NDVI shown in Figure 1(c). Onset of rainfall and greenness occur in the first week of May. No time lag was observed between onset of rainfall and greenness in this station. Cessation of rainfall occurs in the first week of September while cessation of greenness was observed in the fourth week of December. Time lag between cessation of rainfall and cessation of greenness is fifteen (15) weeks. Maximum rainfall and NDVI occur in August and September respectively and the time lag being one month. Growing days is four months. The growing season spans from May to December and the rate of green-up is 0.07 while the rate of senescence is 0.08.

At Nguru, onsets of rainfall occur in the fourth week of May while onset of greenness was observed in the first week of July as shown in Figure 1(d). The time lag between onset of rainfall and onset of greenness is one month one week. Cessation of rainfall occurs in the first week of September while cessation of greenness was observed in the fourth week of December and the lag is fifteen (15) weeks. NDVI and rainfall peaks in August. Growing days is one and a half month. Growing season spans from July to December. The rate of green-up is 0.11 while the rate of senescence is 0.04.

At Kano Station, onset of rainfall and greenness was observed in the first week of May and fourth week of June respectively for Kano station as depicted in Figure 1(e). The time lag between onset of rainfall and onset of greenness is seven weeks. Cessation of greenness was observed in the fourth week of December while cessation of rainfall was observed first week of September. Time lag between cessation of rainfall and cessation of greenness is fifteen (15) weeks. Inter-Annual variation of rainfall and NDVI attains its maximum level in August and September respectively and the lag is one month. Growing days is two months three weeks. Growing season spans from June to December. The rate of green-up and senescence is 0.06.

Determined onset of rainfall and greenness in Yola was observed in the fourth week of April while cessation of rainfall and greenness occur in the first week of September and fourth week of December respectively as shown Figure 1(f). Time lag between cessation of rainfall and cessation of greenness is fifteen (15) weeks. Rainfall and NDVI peaks in August. Growing days is three months three weeks. Growing season spans from April to December. Rate of green-up is 0.08 while the rate of senescence is 0.07.

Accurate timing of onset and cessation of rainfall can be determined using onset and cessation of greenness analysis obtained from analysis of NDVI data. In most parts of North East Arid Zone of Nigeria, false onset of rain and early cessation of rain is prevalent as a result of the haphazard pattern of rainfall distribution [27-33].

Comparison between rate of green-up and senescence is shown in Figure 2. It was observed that Maiduguri has the highest rate of green-up. This implies that acceleration of photosynthetic activity is high in this area when compared to other areas in this zone. This may be due to the presence of high temperature regimes mostly observed in this area at most times throughout the year. This supports the fact that the sun is a prominent factor in photosynthesis. Bauchi has the highest rate of senescence. This implies that rate of decreasing photosynthetic activity is highest in this zone. Hence, plants are forced to stop growing in this region at a shorter time interval more than other region in the North East arid Zone.

4. Conclusion

This research work has been able to reveal the ability of remotely sensed satellite derived NDVI in the monitoring of greenness of vegetation in North East Arid zone of

![Figure 2. Comparison of rate of green-up and senescence the North East arid zone.](image-url)
Nigeria. It has also revealed to us that the long-term yearly pattern of NDVI is dependent on the climatic characteristic of each station in the North East Arid zone of Nigeria. The time lag existing between onset of greenness and onset of rainfall if disseminated to the farmers in this region will help enhance crop yield and food security. In all the stations considered in this research, NDVI peaks in August/September thus confirming the unimodal distribution of rainfall in the North East Arid Zone of Nigeria. The study also established that the growing season in this region though short spanning between May/June to September/October can be maximally utilised if predetermined. Deforestation must be discouraged in this zone and afforestation project should be carried out. Finally, if the accurate timing of growing season is disseminated to the farmers promptly then the use of irrigation practice will be adopted when necessary and genetically improved drought resistant crop can be planted in the North East arid zone of Nigeria.
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